Multiple sclerosis: abnormalities in luminance, chromatic, and temporal function at multiple retinal sites.
Visual function was assessed in a group of patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) and in a group of matched normal controls. In these patients the disease was relatively mild. For each subject, measures of a range of psychophysical visual functions were carried out at multiple sites in each eye. Previous reports have only included some of these functions. Here, luminance threshold, two-flash resolution, perceptual latency, luminance critical flicker frequency (CFF), and chromatic CFF were all measured. Variabilities of these functions and correlation between chromatic and luminance CFFs were also evaluated. For both the MS group and the normal control group, the correlations between pairs of visual parameters were not overall significantly greater than chance level. The MS group did give a significantly reduced value relative to the normal group for luminance CFF and for the gradient of the plot of chromatic CFF against luminance CFF. This group was then subdivided according to history of visual involvement. The subgroup with previous visual symptoms had significant impairment for luminance threshold, variability of luminance threshold, luminance CFF, variability of two-flash resolution, and for the gradient of the plot of chromatic CFF against luminance CFF. The subgroup without previous visual symptoms showed no significant impairment for any individual parameter, although the gradient of the plot of chromatic CFF against luminance CFF was lower than normal.